
SOSN Tuesday April 27, 2021 

Roundtable-  

Josephine- 2 new POs, couple in academy. May return to extreme risk.  

Deschutes- If any neighboring counties need help with searches, reach out. They have a new search 
device that can also check on devices registered to wifi.  

Clatsop- Business as usual, other than light jail and modified home visits. Jasper is taking over SO unit. 
Jackson – 4 people in academy. Seeing clients on limited basis.  

Multnomah- Still closed to public but doing field contacts when needed. Now have a mobile office in a 
transit van.  

Polk – Supervisor is retiring. If you want to add to the book for her, email PO Marmolejo. Business as 
usual.   

Yamhill- Opened to public last week, limited office visits and field work. Jail capacity still low. 

Benton- One PO just finished academy. Seeing clients in meetings rooms.  

Lane – Moving to extreme risk. Still closed to public. One new PO in background. 

Clackamas- starting to move POs back to office month by month, will be back to normal by July.  
Catching up on SONLs in the County and helping with Board SONLs.  

Columbia- In office one day a week, teleworking the rest of the week. Seeing clients in conference room 
as needed. Currently hiring.  

Jefferson- Open to public but not seeing clients in office. Have job posting up.  

Wasco - do two full days in the office and two days at home with laptop. 

Curry – Status quo. Full time in the office.  

Lake – Business as usual, nothing new 

Harney- no updates 

Tri County – no updates, business as usual. One PO in online SO academy 

Peter Shannon  (SO treatment provider) – Sex trafficking workshop in June with Katie Gotch as well as 
another STATIC /Stable training the next week. Discussed importance of getting documents to providers 
with the referral including police reports and accurate assessments. 

Compact-  

Reminder about training challenge for ICOTS users. If unsure what that is, contact Ruby.  



Question- When a client is being returned to Oregon on a compact violation but to a different county, 
when should the IRT be sent? It can be sent pending the client’s return/completion of the local sanction. 
They don’t have to be back in Oregon and done with their sanction before the IRT gets sent.  

Why does Arizona require the client to have a Sponsor? Where does that come from? Ruby is going to 
ask their compact office.  If it’s an incoming case, you can just say we can’t uphold that condition; little 
more difficult for transfers TO Arizona. They can add that condition if the client goes to AZ.  

Parole Board – 

Not many updates, trying to get money from the legislature. Continue to work on catching up SONL 
assessments, still looking for more help.  Also continuing the auto level 1 program.  

The bill that removed kidnapping as a sex offense died, as did the one that would make certain sex 
offenses no longer automatic disqualifiers for relief from registration.  Parole Board dropped their own 
bill that would have required people to be off the registry in their original state before they could apply 
for relief from registration here.  

OSP –  

Continue to update and upgrade SORM. Next goal is to allow other agencies to view pending 
registrations. Email with issues/questions. Can only be logged into one device at a time. Email SOR to get 
access to the app. You can set up alerts on your clients to see if/when/where they register. Make sure 
you have a new SORM account since the old one will become view only.  

OACCD-  

Right now, the big Bill regarding P and P isn’t moving forward. The bill for supervising misdemeanor sex 
offenses and DV offenses continue to move forward as the additional funding bill.  

The number of people on supervision has already dramatically decreased. Unsure how that will impact 
budgets.  

Want feedback from SOSN on Static/Stable training.  May need to be more interactive? Likely will hold 
once per year.  Perhaps recorded boosters and live original training for interaction and questions.  

Training-  

Launched online SO trainings, starting with SO 101. Last month they did a training on treatment and 
arousal management. Trainings seem to be popular and well attended with over 20 people. They are 
recorded and will be made available, see the SOSN google drive. Next training will be Rachel’s training.  

Is there a way we can do a training to help conduct a Stable/LSCMI interview? Peter going to take that 
questions to OACCD to see if we can come up with something basic. Rachel is going to post her 
questionnaire on the google drive that she created that addresses both assessments at once.  

Questions/comments: 



Sex offender  IRTs- remember not to send SOs to the new county until ERIs or the IRT has been 
accepted. This applies to all registered sex offenders, not just those on for current sex offenses. 
Remember to include updated assessments, orders, PSIs, police reports, etc.  

What do people do for treatment when they have a prohibition against Internet use?  Chaperones, 
Qustudio, REMOTEcom (for LE only), covenant eyes, phone calls. Follow through with polygraphs to 
ensure compliance with permissions. 

 Rachel sending out REMOTEcom link, but that company is only allowing P and P to view. On that app, 
can view every text, facebook message, password, etc. Client has to pay $35/month for this program.  
They remote in to the client’s phone to get it set up.  

Paula working with developer to improve DOC400 Static and Stable modules. Soon it will have updated 
language, and will autopopulate combined level. If you have issues you want addressed, relay those to 
Paula. Need creative idea for what to identify STATIC99/Stable combined score for override function. 
Keep at Stable? S99/S? S99/SA? 

 

Next meeting may end up being online again   

 

SOSN google drive link: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1iey4cbkaKWSk59Wy5CiOqIgfeTOjdrmY 

 

 

 


